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EDITORIAL

Creating associations for retiring or retired service personnei has been a common trend around the globe. Needless

to say, the life in the profession of arms is unique in itself and the requirement to foster this brotherhood in the

continuation of esprit de corps after one's retirement is paratnount. Fellowship and social interaction therefore

becomes an undeniable priority for all.

Ex-Servicemen's associations come to the forefiont as one where the portals are open to all service personnel

irrespective of their rank or service. All three services irave their respective associations with the Army having

separate regimental associations as well.

ARFRO, however, is distinctly ditferent in every sense as the membership is limited to Flag Rank Officers of
the three services - the highest level officers could aspire to reach. Based on this very basic phenomenon. the

responsibility falls on the membership ofARFRO to make the association a role model and the apex body of all ex

servicemen's associations that are in existence today.

Regrettably, lack of interest of retiring officers to join ARFRO has been obsen ed almost over the last decade or

two though we have been not been able to identifu or pinpoint any particular reason as a causative factor. However,

various speculations have been suggested time and again as possible causes for this lack ofinterest.

We can be happy to place on record that there has been a positive trend in the attendance of existing members

participating in ARFRO activities this year, but regrettably, very few have joined up in the last five years.

Statistically, to emphasise this point, only around 20 flag rank officers have joined us from a total of 120 retiring

from the three services during this period.

We must be alive to the fact that our potential membership is an ageing population with the majority being over 55

years. We need to be aware of the socio-economic, health and other related issues faced by retirees and hence. it
becomes the responsibility of the committee to make ARFRO a home away from home for our members. We are

happy to have taken a number of positive steps to meet this unmet demand last year.

Finally to improve the effectiveness ofARFRO as an association, we have to increase the membership. We believe

the 3 services could assist the association by creating an awareness among retiring flag rank officers by encouraging

them to join ARFRO. [n order to make AMRO more interesting and viable , the Committee may need to look at

many different activities. Funding too is a major pre-requisite. We must endeavour to ensure that every retiring flag

rank officer joins us. This becomes our collective responsibility and our vision for the future too-
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ASSOCIATION OF'RETIRED FLAG RANK OFFICERS
MEMBERSHIPAS AT 31 MARCIf,2OI 

Srl Srl
No. Rank Name No. Rank Name

I AVM AMBAmunugama 44 RearAdm JHMAbeykoonBandaUSPpsc

2 Air Cdre R A Aranda psc 45 Rear Adm AV Abeysena USp psc

3 AVM B L W Balasuriya ndc 46 Comdre CIF Attanayake USp psc

4 Air Cdre R M P H Dassanayake USP 47 Rear Adm HR Ameraweera WWV RWP RSP VSV USP rcds psc

5 AVM V D A Dissanayake psc 48 Rear Adm T Carthelis psc

6 T/AVM R A Dayapala VSV USP psc 49 Rear Adm DK Dassanayake USP ndc psc

7 AVM P M M Fernando USP psc 50 Rear Adm LD Dharmapriya RSP VSV USP ndc psc

8 AVM P M Fernando VSV psc 5 I Rear Adm J Jayasuriya psc

9 Air Cdre B E S Fernando 52 Comdre LPR Mendis

l0 Air Cdre J L R Goonetilleke 53 Comdre TMJ Mendis psc

1l ACM W D R M J Goonetileke RWP and 54 Rear Adm DS Molligoda VSV USP psc

Bar VSV USP ndc psc 55 Rear Adm PLN Obesinghe VSV USP ndc psc

12 AVM C A Gunaratna psc 56 Rear Adm HS Rathnakeerthi VSV USP ndc psc

13 A\,]VI N H Gunaratne vsv usP 57 Rear Adm AHM Razeek vSV uSp ndc

14 Air Cdre A N C W Jayasekara USP 58 Rear Adm SR Samaratunga RSP VSV USP psc

l5 Air Cdre B A N Mendis USP psc 59 Rear Adm JTG Sundaram VSV USP ndc psc

16 ACM P H Mendis psc 60 Rear Adm TMWKB Tennakoon RSP VSV USP ndc psc

l'7 AVM L H Peiris USP psc 61 Comdre MA Weerasena VSV
l8 AVM ODNLPereraVSVRWPUSPpsc 62 RearAdm FNQWickamarathneVSVndcpsc

19 A\IM K St E Perera 63 Comdre SPF Wijeratne psc

20 AVM S Rambukwella USP isc 64 Rear Adm DSM Wijewickrama RSP USP ndc psc

2l ACM O M Ranasinghe RWP VSV USP ndc psc 65 Maj Gen C J Abeyratne VSV USP

22 AVM KRARanasingheRSPVSVpsc 66 Brig MJAIwisKSV
23 Air Cdre A P Samarakoon 67 Brig K Attanayaka USp

24 AVM J L C Salgado RWP ndc qfi 68 Maj Gen Y Balaretnarajah VSV USP ndc

25 AVM K Samaratunga USP psc 69 Brig W M p Bandara

26 A\a,I EGJPDeSilvavSVUSPpsc 70 Brig MRUBandarathilakaUSp

27 AVM wA Silva vSV USP psc 7l Brig T M Bohoran RSp USp psc

28 AVM A B Sosa VSV psc 72 Brig A M A Chandrasiri RSP USP Ldmc

29 A\/I\'I TMPDTennakoonUSP 73 MajGen MDSChandrapalaRWPRSPVSVUSPndupsc

30 AVM E V Thennakoon psc 74 Maj Gen P Chandrawansa RWP RSP USP psc

31 AVM U Wanasinghe USP psc 75 Brig A P R David VSV FBIM
32 A\/l\4 WDWijayanayake 76 Gen RdeSDaluwatteWWVRWPRSPVSVUSPndcpsc

33 A\1vI GY De Silva VSV USP 77 Maj Gen H N W Dias RWP RSP VSV USP ndc IG

34 T/AVM K Yahampath USP psc 78 Brig R Ekanayaka USp

35 T/AVM M L K Perera USP 79 Brig G V Elapatha VSV

36 Air cdre J S I wijemanne USP psc 80 Maj Gen c H Femando vSV psc

3i Air Cdre D C Premaratne USP psc 8l Brig H I K Femando

38 Air Cdre K F R Femando RSP USP psc 82 Brig G D Femando VSV

i9 Air cdre S K Pathirana RWP and Bar RSP and 83 Maj Gen L LA Femando usp
three Bars USP ndc qfi psc 84 Maj Gen L T Fernando

40 AirCdre HMSKBKotakadeniyaWWVRWPRSPUSPpsc 85 Brig NPFemandopsc

4i Air Cdre J P Wanigatunga USP psc 86 Maj Gen W J T K Fernando psc

+: T.'AYM C R Gurusinghe WWV RWP RSP ndc 87 Brig A O C N Femando ato

'i-i ArCdre RPTCoreauSP 88 Brig wBDPFemandoRWpRSpUSppsc



89 Brig

90 Maj Gen

91 Brig

92 Maj Gen

93 Maj Gen

94 Brig

95 Brig

96 Maj Gen

97 Maj Gen

98 Maj Gen

99 Brig

100 Maj Gen

101 Maj Gen

102 Col (T/Brig)

103 Maj Gen

104 Brig

105 Maj Gen

106 Maj Gen

107 Maj Gen

108 Maj Gen

109 Brig

110 Maj Gen

I l1 Col (T/Brig)

112 Maj Gen

113 Brig

114 Maj Gen

115 Brig

116 Maj Gen

I 17 Maj Gen

118 Maj Gen

119 Maj Gen

120 Maj Gen

121 Maj Gen

122 Brig

123 Maj Gen

124 Maj Gen

125 Brig

126 Maj Gen

127 Maj Gen

K A Gnanaweera

L C R Goonewardene RSPVSV USP ndc IG

CSDCunasingheUSP

H S Hapuarachchi VSV USP

G Hettiarachchi WWV RWP RSP VSV USP psc

M L Jayaratne ato

R M Jayasinghe USP psc LOM

N A Jayasuriya RWP RSP psc

S M A Jayawardena VSV ndc psc

A K Jayawardena RWP RSP VSV USP rcds psc

J PA Jayawardhana USP

S Jayaweera USP

S G Karunaratne RWP RSP VSV USP psc

K M D U M Kendragama RWP RSP USP psc

P A Karunathilaka RWP

D L Kathriarachchi VSV USP

D Kalupahana RSP USP psc

KAM G Kularatne USP

H M N Krishnaratne RSP USP

N Mallawaarachchi RWP RSP VSV USP ndc psc

B Munasinghe

CAMNSilvaVSVUSACGSC

C S N B Mudannayaka RWP USP psc

J Nammuni RSP VSV USP

W K Nanayakkara

S V Panabokke KSV

G S Padumadasa USP

T Paranagama VSV

NDPPelpolaKSV

A S Peiris RSP VSV USP lC

MAMPeirisUSP

W B Peiris VSV USP

G W W Perera RWP RSP psc USAWC

K D A Perera

KDPPereraUSP

KM S Pererapsc

T D Rajapakse

C J Ranaweera RWP RSP USP

RKPRanaweeraUSP

128 Gen

129 Brig

130 Maj Gen

131 Brig

132 Brig

133 Brig

134 Brig

135 Maj Gen

136 Brig

137 Gen

138 Maj Gen

139 Maj Gen

140 Maj Gen

141 Maj Gen

142 Maj Gen

143 Maj Gen

i44 Maj Gen

145 Brig

146 Maj Gen

147 Brig

148 Brig

149 Brig

150 Maj Gen

151 Maj Gen

152 Brig

153 Maj Gen

154 Gen

155 Maj Gen

156 Brig

157 Brig

158 Maj Gen

159 Maj Gen

160 Col (T/Brig)

161 Maj Gen

162 Brig

163 Brig

164 Brig

165 Brig

166 Maj Gen

S C Ranatunga VSV rcds psc

RMBPRanasingheUSP

N A Ranasinghe RSP VSV USP ndc psc

H F Rupasinghe VSV

K L Rasaputram USP

A K Samarasekera USP

G W P Samaratunga RSP USP ato

A M U Seneviratne RSP USP ndc

FCJdeSilva

G H de Silva RWP VSV USP ndc

H G Silva VSV psc FBIM

S B G de Silva KSV

T N de Silva USP

Y S A de Silva USP psc

T Sivashanmugam

S P de Silva psc

W B Soysa

D H M R Tammita RSP USP Ldmc

S D Tennakoon RSP VSV ndc

B L N de Tissera USP

K D Tillakaratne USP

T G TillaKaratne RSP USP

C Thuriraja USP

S Wanigasekera RWP RSP VSV USP psc

WKBWeerakoonKSV

A G Weerasekara RWP USP

C S Weerasooriya RWP RSP VSV USP ndc IG

DJdeSWickamanayake

G K Wickramasinghe

SYDCWickramasinghe

A E D Wijendra RWP RSP VSV USP ndc psc

W R Wijerathne

W B M B Wijerathna RWP USP psc IG

N Wijesinghe VSV USP ndc IG

M Wijayewickrama RSP USP

R P Withana KSV

N R Witharanage RWP RSP IG

A R Zacky USP Lsc

M R W de Soyza USP psc

IN MEMORIUM

It is with deep sorrow that we record the demise of
Brigadier DN Wijesuriya USP
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Standing (from left to right)
AVM VDA Dissanayake VSY Maj Gen WJTK Fernando USP,

Maj Gen NA Ranasinghe RWP RSP VSV USP, Brig GS Padumadasa USP,

Brig RM Jayasinghe USP LOM, Brig WBMB Wijeratne RWP USP,

Rear Adm DS Mo,igoda US:f,"H:Jt 
ffi1,;i,'rI:IH: 

AVM K st E Perera'

Seated (from left to right)

Maj Gen KDP Perera USP, Gen GH De Silva RWP RSP VSV USR

Maj Gen CJAbayaratna VSV USP (Hony Secretary),

Rear Adm HS Ratnakeerthi VSV USP (President), AVM AB Sosa VSV (Vice President),

Brig KA Gnanaweera (Hony Treasurer),

Adm Deshamanya DB Goonasekera VSV

Not in Photograph

Gen CS Weerasooriya RWP RSP VSV USP, Maj Gen LCR Goonewardena RSP VSV USP,

Maj Gen MRW De Zoysa, Maj Gen Y Balaretnarajah VSV USP
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gEitfERAL DESHAMANYA JED PERERA ORATION
By

RearAdm Sanars RarNarssRrnr VSV USp

-i+==rfu geat men reached and kept
=€*+= *= eriai*ed by sudden flight.
Ekr ahile their companions slept
1l<r* tailing uprvards in the night'

iJc'noured guests, ladies and gentlemen, it is

=;-' privilege today to present to this prestigious

=-r=rcblrr., the life and times of a great son of Sri
l-enka, General Deshamanya. J. E. D. Pereara VSV,
D Lirt {Honoris Causa), FCI\{I (UK), FIMgt (SL),
::*c, psc . Popular and well loved by all who had
tle good fortune to get to know him, hear about
h!m. to live in contemporary times with him, Gen.

-ioseph Everard Denis Perera is immortal. I propose
:o spend some time with you to document his place
i* history: his life spanned a glorious 83 years in a
c.itical time in our nation's story and I will do my
iltmost to do justice to his record of achievement.

Born on l0 October 1930 to a family of wealth

='::d 
good fortune, Gen. Denis had his education at St

?etei's College, Colombo. He soon excelled in both
a.zdemics and sports, specially in athletics, rugby

-d tennis. On his nineteenth birthday he joined
;ie Ce1'lon Army as an Officer Cadet in the first
}+c*h oi recruits for training in the British Miiitary
-{iartemv in Sandhurst, the United Kingdom. On
s,x*--essful completion of training in 195 1, he was
r-':n:missioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Ce,vlon
-=gineers Regiment. It was destiny's plan for him
;*;: -e g as the fir'st officer trained at Sandhurst to

;+=!- rhe Ce-v'-lon Engineers.

He brought to his staggering assignment a great
ful oicommitment, dedication and competence, and
€*erJ his promotions with ease. His senior ofHcers
eherred his outstanding performance and suitability
Le *-rror ranks. Accordingly was promoted to the

=*ii *l Lieut. Col. on I October 1969, Colonel
:* il .ranuary 1973, Brigadier on 5 August 1977

mej Li=utenant General on 14 September 1981.
*"r:*g tlese years, he held many distinguished

Ery*i**ents ranging from his regimental positions

== 
*c,--rming the Chief of Staff of the Sri Lanka

.1r:=_r, He was appointed Commander of the Sri

Lanka Army on 14 October l97l .

Gen. Denis continued to serve Sri Lanka
on retirement. Gen. Perera was appointed High
Commissioner of Sri Lanka in Australia with
accreditation to New Zealand and the Islands of Fiji.
On his retum from this tour he was appointed the
Head of the Defense Review Committee. He was
the founder of the Association of Retired Flag Rank
Officers. The mantle falls on me today as the current
president of ARFRO, to walk down memory lane
of a life well lived from across the twentieth to the
twenty first centuries, pick up the gems and weave
it into an arnour of vision and futuristic goals for
the well being of the lowly new recruit to the armed
forces to the highest and noblest high ranking triple
service officers.

Gen. Denis Perera's influence permeated
military lif'e and became a model for nation
building too. He was a self taught personality, a self
disciplinarian, a model of strength and character. He
had many training opportunities across the world, at
prestigious military institutions and his learning far
exceeded what was taught. This is how he was able
to recognise the countless milestones on the highway
to progress. During his tenure as Commander of the
Army he paid great attention to detail: he formulated
the dress code and ceremonial procedures for the
army.

He initiated many infrastructure development
projects essentially required in the sphere of military
training. The high-watermark of his vision towards
training was the establishment of the Sri Lanka
Military Academy and General Sir John Kotelawela
DefenceAcademy (KDA). He was appointed the first
Chancellor of this institution when it was upgraded
to University status. Through these numerous small
steps, he became a great path finder for the fledgling
nation state of Ceylon, in its trans formation to
become Sri Lanka. This he set out to consciously
achieve and propagate through two major initiatives
namely training and discipline.



Training is the hallmark of the armed forces.

One marvels at the manner in which they transform

barefoot recruits to become men and women of
valour, courage and determination. Training is

the constant companion of a person's growth and

development. It starts in the cradle and the continuum

extends beyond the horizon. It challenges the human

will to reach for the stars and explore and penetrate

all frontiers, overcome obstacles and forge forwards.

Training and discipline in the armed forces

across the world have been the fore-runner for
much of civilian development. General Denis

Perera recognised that all armed forces personnel

are leaders. He set out to deploy the twin pillars

of training and discipline to build the column of
leadership among all ranks in the armed forces. He

instilled empathy in the minds of the people so that

he inspired leadership. Gen. Dwight D Eisenhower,

a great contemporary of Gen. Denis Perera stated,

"Leadership is the art of geuing someone else to do

something you want done because he wants to do

it". Influencing other people to this extent, is the

goal of training and discipline. Gen. Denis Perera

modeled himself on these high ideals.

Training and discipline are two phenomena that

act like catalysts to produce leadership in a sequential

manner based on the belief that leaders are born and

can also be made. Suckling at a mother's breast for

milk is the flrst action that is self learned, purely for

survival sans any training or more correctly minimal

training. From there onwards from cradle to the

grave in mankind, it's a case of either learning by

intuition, by imitation or depending on a third partv

to teach rvhich is the home turf of training.

Training in that sense becomes the one and only

way either to learn a new action from the start or to

make perfect an action already learned. The quantum

of training needed for this process varies from
individual to individual. It cannot be generalized that

one can master anything to perfection by training

alone as there are other contributory factors like

aptitude, attitude and inherent ability which we may

call talent. Training can take one a fair distance in

the process of leaming new strategies. It will be very

easy to train a person to play a music instrument if
blessed with a musical ear. So it will be to teach one

singing or dancing: as the famous saying goes if you

can walk you can learn to dance but the time to leam

will be dependent on having or not having a core of
talent in that regard.

It is a foregone conclusion that training is the

most important ingredient to progress from good

to better to best irrespective of whatever one does -

the popular saying is practice makes perfect. This is
why training can be considered an art mostly taught

scientifically as in battle-field needs, and at times

taught artistically when it comes to dancing and

music. There are instances that one can train even

without the involvement of a third party provided

one is aware of the context of that action. This is

why a marksman will kneel down and remain in the

same position for long periods, training to maintain
a steady posture during shooting. This is where

discipline, leading to self-discipline comes into the

training arena.

There are instances where groups of people do
joint training particularly in sports activities like
rugger, football, basketball and netball to master

interactions among players depending on their
particular roles. Group training also could be with
or without the involvement of third parties and the

coach trains either a single person or a team.

Training is diversified and multifaceted but can

be broadly categorised into mental and physical

training. Physical training incorporates virrually
all the actions and vocations a living person can

perform: it could be athletic training, speech training,
vocational training, clerical training to mention a ferv

and the training that service personnel are familiar
with namely military training. This at the beginning
is referred to as basic military training thus leaving
room to include advanced training at later stages.

Mental training is the development of cognitive
and aesthetic needs r+.hich occupy the fourth place

in the hierarchy of needs according to a great

educational ps-vchologist Maslow. The ability to
concentrate, the abilitv to think logically. the ability
to sustain interest and the abilit-v to learn and the

abilit-v to chanse according to what one leams are

the positive spin offs of mental training.

An egg if broken from inside, a life begins,

whilst if broken from outside, life ends. Mental
training should essentially be from an inside out
approach and not vice versa. Divergent thinkers
become creative and innovative individuals. Gen.

Denis Perera was one such bold and fearless

divergent thinker, with the capacity to inspire others

to think and act strong and determined. We are the

proud beneficiaries of the path he carved out on

l0



=q@ 3-+e=t le lrl [-anka. Today as we create our
:#= *=E# &ra ia maav disciplines ranging from
#ry *=ll='=r' !o*'iv larming. we owe his thinking
ad #=ri+n. a deep debt of gratitude.

E=:=:*z and discipline are two interwoven

arr*€r:.ES closei_v- nvined creating the difficulty
+: "#ti!-ing r-hich precedes which. The best

=r::=je is military training and military discipline.
!=tiEi:a1' Faining is the process that is instrumental

=: sa*sforming a raw civilian into a serviceman
*lsiher it is in the Army, Air Force or the Navy.

It is globally accepted that service personnel are

disciplined. It is also an accepted fact that all service
penonnel are well trained. The inference is that

all service personnel are disciplined and trained

and more correctly trained to be disciplined. This
does not in any way mean that there are no civilian
counterparts who are trained and disciplined but

as a rule of thumb we can't afford to have an ill-
disciplined sen'iceman who is not trained.

The starting point in anyone's military career is

rraining. This undoubtedly becomes the foundation
srtl*r lor truildinr up everv facet in soldiering.

*i=iplir= i= ffinrd as tle abilitl'to make and

keg gxex*: ad:* larc ccmmiiments. This is the

reilt ir3- tr1 clsrE+:ile tie pull oithe past.

Di=iplia*&rives fram disciple to a philosophy',

d*r-i* to 3 F! of principles. disciple to a sense of
:=3crs- di:*:p!e to an overriding purpose to a super

r-*i;:=!e 
-geal. 

rr a person who represents that goal.

Discipline should come from within. it is a

i:mcti** of &e independent will. One is a disciple,
a fallo*€r .--)f one's orm deep values. One will
*a*= the '.r'il! and the integrity to subordinate own
f=lrn=, impulses and moods to those values. Self
.lIasie+' and self discipline are the foundations of
Srred relationships with others. Self-love is a fore-
r="Er:s to otiler love. If one does not know one's own
dl-. *ith *o coatrol of selt it is very hard to like
one-'s e*'n self. This is why the biggest drawback
ir ma:rkird is the lack of discipline. This is the

philosoph-v- propagated by great intellectuals as well
as social r*'orkers like Mother Theresa, all in the

r*'entieth c€nntr)'.

Mental, physical, emotional and spiritual are

the four intelligences that drive discipline. Vision,
discipline, passion and consciousness are the highest

manifestation cf itc fou rntdti3=mr:, \-rsiae. :s

seeing with the mind's e-v-e r*'bat is passible.

Discipline is paying the price to bring that

vision into reality. Discipline arises u'hen r ision
joins with commitment. The opposite of discipline
is indulgence, sacrificing what matters most iB life
for the pleasure or the thrill of the moment.

Passion is the desire and the drive that su-<tains

the discipline to achieve the vision. Passion arises

when need overlaps talent. Consciousness is tlr
guiding force to vision discipline and passion.

Vision is the first creation and discipline is
the second creation that makes something happen.

Discipline defines reality and accepts it. Discipline
is not an absence of freedom as many people think.
But it is the disciplined who are truly free because

the undisciplined are slaves to moods appetites and

passions. Passion is the fuel at the heart of vision
and discipline. Shared vision creates discipline and

order without demanding them. Vision identifies
what one is trying to accomplish, conscious provides

the why, discipline represents how you are going to
accomplish it and passion represents the strength
of the feelings behind the why, what and how.
Discipline then is a huge process, self -developed
and self-managed.

History abounds with great disciplinarians like
this. The Nobel prize winner of micro-financing
fame Muhammad Yunus sensed a need, the voice
of his conscious inspired him to take action. His
talents matched the need, making him discipline
his talents to provide a solution which tapped his
passion. Out of need grew vision to multiply the

needs of the people. George Washington, Florence
Nightingale Mohandas Gandhi, Margaret Thatcher,
Nelson Mandela, Mother Theresa all had the vision
discipline passion and consciousness.

Not all visibnaries have the passion to release

it for the greater good of themselves and others.
Adolf Hitler had the vision, discipline and the

passion but not the conscious. This is the difference
between leadership that endures. and the other that

breaks-down. Only uhen conscious governs vision.
discipline and passion. ca leadership endure. That is
moral authority makes lormal authoriry x.ork and

without the moral authorit],'the formal authoriry u,ill
fail.
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Gen Denis Perera recognised the importance of
this in the powerRrt orgasrisdiorrs he hea(e(.

\\}en there is no discipline in an organizat ion
ihtre will be misalignment, inter department rivalry,
e-+'dependencies. In the organizational context
discipline is called aligning because they are
creating or aligning structures, systems, processes

and cultures to enable the vision to be reaiized. If
one had never sacrificed the present for future good
or d personal to a general one, one will be able to
speak of happiness like a blind person speaking of
color. People who spent their time making excuses
are those who lack focus and discipline.

Discipline needs to permeate all levels in society.
it is not the individual, it is not the organization but
whole nations have to be disciplined if we have to
achieve global greatness and recognition. Discipline
is a dire need in everyday life: when people walk in
the road, when they drive on the roads, and when
people interact with people discipline stands out. To
be disciplined you do not have to be a servicemen.
But we do hear of disciplined soldiers and ill-
disciplined soldiers in any armed force and Sri
Lankan forces I am afraid are no exceptions. Gen.
Denis showed immense intolerance of indiscipline.:
if a person had a responsibility, a job to do, a task to
be managed, that person had to deliver it.

He is popularly and lovingly known to have
required this from vehicle drivers to higher
ranks. Should they have failed in delivering their
responsibilities, they had to face the consequences
of military discipline. Through a well balanced
system of checks and balances, discipline was both
negotiated and imposed.

With disciplined training, speed in achieving
success gets accelerated.

As Sri Lanka sets eyes on achieving a special
place in Asia, discipline has to be the principal
agent. Skills for the twenty-first century can be
taught to self-disciplined young men and women
in and out of the armed forces. Opporrunities come

to ready minds. That readiness can be got through
nnultip\e \rainirrg parailigms. The three.words skills,
opportunities and success are interwoven and are
difficult to be separated as each one individually
is interdependent and not at all independent. One
may have all the skills in the world but with no
opportunity, one rvill neither succeed nor wiil be
able to even sun,iye in a competitive world.

On the other hand one may have all the
opportunities but with no skill. no one will succeed.
Skills and opportunities musr ride on the back of
discipline, to serenade success. This is not only a
prerequisite but also a catalyst.

To conclude, like the human body; sociery
pivots on a series of loosely jelled forces. The
coordination of these forces is all important for the
proper functioning of that society. Great statesmen,
military generals both in peace-time and in war
have demonstrated extreme diplomacy and courage
to deliver services to humanity. John F Kennedy
(President of USA) once complimented Nlkita
Kruschev (PM of USSR) for his discipline and his
brinkmanship and discipline. The test of discipline
confronts many of us on a daily basis. Like Gen.
Denis Per'era, we need to cultivate training and
discipline, nurture it and grow it all the time. This
will be the best tribute to the late Gen.

" Honour and shame from no conditions rise,
Act well your part, there all the Honour lies,,

Thank you.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have to share a special
thought with you all. This orarion is a ground-
breaking event for the Sri Lanka army. We hope this
will be a continuing series of events, as we recognize
achievements of those who serve. Many high
ranking oficers contributed generously towards
this oration event and all other arrangements in
this regard. Among them, I wish to express a very
special thanks to Major General Dudlei, perera and
Major General Tilak Jayaweera and the family of the
late Gen.Denis Perera.
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Rarely acknowledged in the debate on global
climate change, the world's weather can now be

modified as part of a new generation of sophisticated

electromagnetic weapons. Both the US and Russia
have developed capabilities to manipulate the
climate for military use.

Environmental modification techniques have
been applied by the US military for more than half
a century. US mathematician John von Neumann, in
Iiaison with the US Department of Defense, started
his research on weather modification in the late
1940s at the height of the Cold War and foresaw
'forms of climatic warfare as yet un-imagined'.
During the Vietnam rvar, cloud-seeding techniques
were used, starting in 1967 under Project Popeye,

the objective of which was to prolong the monsoon

season and block enemy supply routes along the Ho
Chi Minh Trail.

The US military has developed advanced
capabilities that enable it selectively to alter weather
patterns. The technology, which is being perfected

under the High-frequency Active Auroral Research

Program (HAARP), is an appendage of the Strategic
Defense Initiative - 'Star Wars'. From a military
standpoint, HAARP is a weapon of mass destruction,
operating from the outer atmosphere and capable of
destabilizing agricultural and ecological systems

around the world.

Weather-modification, according to the US
Air Force document AF 2025 Final Report, 'offers
the rvar fighter a wide range of possible options
to defeat or coerce an adversary', capabilities, it
sa1's. extend to the triggering of floods, hurricanes,
droughts and earthquakes:'Weather modification
x'ilt become a part of domestic and international
ser"-urit-r' and could be done unilaterally. It could
bar.e a$'easive and defensive applications and even

be *-cd fer deterrence purposes. The ability to

S=!:e.a:e grecipitation- fog and storms on earth or
a+::=*!$ ry= *=eather... and the production of

=#g==! *-=*=rall are a part of an integrated set of
I ==i*=_: 

j *rfu:!a:3i*.'

CAN CLIMATIC CHAIIGE BE MAI\IPULATED
By

Maron GBNenAl W J T K FpnNeNoo
(B.Sc MIEE MIERE MBIM psc TE)

BY HUMANS

In 1977, an intemational Convention was
ratifled by the UN General Assembly which banned
'military or other hostile use of environmental
modification techniques having widespread, long-
lasting or severe effects.'It defined 'environmental
modification techniques' as 'any technique for
changing - through the deliberate manipulation of
natural processes - the dynamics, composition or
structure ofthe earth, including its biota, lithosphere,
hydrosphere and atmosphere, or ofouter space.'

While the substance of the 1977 Convention
was reasserted in the UN Framework Convention on
C limate Change GINFCCC) si gned at the 1992 Earth
Summit in Rio, debate on weather modification for
military use has become a scientific taboo.

Military analysts are mute on the subject.
Meteorologists are not investigating the matter
and environmentalists are focused on greenhouse
gas emissions under the Kyoto Protocol. Neither
is the possibility of climatic or environmental
manipulations as part of a military and intelligence
agenda, while tacitly acknowledged, is a part of
the broader debate on climate change under UN
auspices.

The HAARPProgram

Established in 1992, HAARP, based in Gokona,
Alaska, is an array of high-powered antennas that
transmit, through high-frequency radio waves,
massive amounts of energy into the ionosphere (the
upper layer of the atmosphere). Their construction
was funded by the US Air Force, the US Nary
and the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). Operated jointly by the Air
Force Research Laboratory and the Office of Naval
Research, HAARP constitutes a system of powerful
antennas capable of creating 'controlled local
modifications of the ionosphere'. According to its
official website, www.haarp.alaska.edu , HAARP
will be used 'to induce a small, localized change in
ionospheric temperature so physical reactions can

be studied by other instruments located either at or
close to the HAARP site'.
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HAARP Progras. Alaeka

HAARP Program, Alaska

HAARP array of antennas

But Rosalie Bertell, president ofthe Intemational
Institute of Concern for Public Health, says HAARP
operates as 'a gigantic heater that can iause major
disruptions in the ionosphere, creating not just holes,

but long incisions in the protective layer that keeps

deadly radiation from bombarding the planet'.

Physicist Dr Bemard Eastlund called it 'ihe
largest ionospheric heater ever built'. HAARP is

presented by the US Air Force as a research proeram,
but military documents confirm its main ob_i=tive
is to 'induce ionospheric modifications' x'irir a
view to altering weather pattems and disrupring
communications and radar.

Accordingto areportby the Russian State Duma:
'The US plans to cary out large-scale experiments
under the HAARP program [and] create weapons
capable of breaking radio communication lines
and equipment installed on spaceships and rockets,
provoke serious accidents in electricity networks
and in oil and gas pipelines, and have a negative
impact on the mental health of entire regions.'*

An analysis of statements emanating from the
US Air Force points to the unthinkable: the coverl
manipuiation of weather pattems, communications
and electric power systems as a weapon of global
warfare, enabling the US to disrupt and dominate
entire regions. Weather manipulation is the pre-
emptive weapon par excellence. It can be directed
against enemy countries or' friendly nations' without
their knowledge, used to destabilise economies,
ecosystems and agriculture. It can also trigger havoc
in financial and commodity markets. The disruption
in agriculture creates a greater dependency on food
aid and impoted grain staples from the US and other
Western countries.

HAARP was developed as part of an Anglo-
American partnership between Raytheon
Corporation, which owns the HAARP patents,
the US Air Force and British Aerospace Systems
(BAES).

The HAARP project is one among several
collaborative ventures in advanced weapons systems

between the two defence giants. The HAARP
project was initiated in 1992 by Advanced Power
Technologies, Inc. (APTI), a subsidiary of Atlantic
Richfield Corporation (ARCO). APTI (including the

HAARP patents) was sold by ARCO to E-Systems
Inc, in 1994. E-Systems, on contract to the CIA and

US Department of Defense, outfitted the 'Doomsday
Plan', which 'allows the President to manage a

nuclear war'. Subsequently acquired by Raytheon
Corporation, it is among the largest intelligence
contractors in the World. BAES was involved in the

development of the advanced stage of the HA{RP
antenna array under a 2004 contract with the Offc=
of Naval Research.

Poker Flat
lllagnctometer
Riometer

HIPAS
ELFA'LF
LIDAR
Photometers
lonosonde

HAARP
i[agnctometrr
Riometer
ELF/}LT
Ionosonde

HLMS
l{agnetomctcr
Riometer
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EEr Hilati** of l3Z high frequency

=*:==-s Eas enrustrd by BAES to its US

=;=:di*+'. BAE Systems Inc. The project,
eerldiag ro a July report in Defense News, was
ri**JsrtaLen by BAES's Electronic Warfare division.
I* September it received DARPA s top award for
technical achievement for the design, construction
and activation of the HAARP array of antennas.

The HAARP system is fully operational and

in many regards dwarfs existing conventional and

strategic \\jeapons systems. While there is no firm
evidence of its use for military purposes, Air Force
documents suggest HAARP is an integral part of
the militarisation of space. One would expect the
antennas already to have been subjected to routine
testing.

Under the UNFCCC, the Intergovemmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has a mandate
'to assess scientific, technical and socioeconomic
information relevant for the understanding of climate
change'. This mandate includes environmental
warfare.'Geo-engineering' is acknowledged, but
the underlying military applications are neither
the object of policy analysis or scientific research
in the thousands of pages of IPCC reports and
supporting documents, based on the expertise and
input of some 2,500 scientists, policy makers and
environmentalists.'Climatic warfare' potentially
threatens the future of humaniry but has casually
been excluded from the reports for which the IPCC
received the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize.

(This article appeared in the Sunda,v Island of
26thJanuary 2014)

Good Wishes To ARFRO

From

a

Communicator
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HLT*IAN RIGHTS IN THE ARMED FORCES _

.TI}HERETCE TO RULES OF WARAND 'BEHAVTOUR TN ACTION'
By

Mnron GeNeRAr- LouaN GooNswanopNa RSP VSV USP

There exists a misbelief amongst many that
adherence to the Rules of War and acceptable
'Behar iour in Action 'neutralises' the aggressive
nanrre ofa soldier and thereby adversely affect their
effectiveness in the conduct of operations in the

field. It needs to be emphasized that in no area are the

Rules of War in conflict with the 'Principles of War'.
As professional Armed Serv'ices personnel they need

to adhere to certain rules, norms and ethics which
are adhered to by other professionals. Even doctors,
lawyers, engineers, architects and even businessmen
and the general public need to adhere to the laws
of the land. Violations by any of the above would,
ifdetected, result in prosecution under the law in
order to ensure 'good governance'. Failure to
do so would result in the propagation of lawlessness

and the inability of the govemment to provide for
the security and well being of the citizens of the

country.

The Rules ofWar or Rules of Engagement - ROE
(as it is known now) and 'behaviour in action' are

nothing but guidelines , which if adhere<i to would
result in the Armed Forces being more concerned of
the safety and well being of non-combatants. The
Armed Forces need to know that a war does not
last for ever and needs to be directed only at the
enemy. It is their responsibility to ensure the sai'ety

and w'ell being of al1 civilians (non combatants) not
engaged in the conflict and that at the end ofthe day
when 'Peace' is achieved, the Armed Forces need

to be accepted as heroes and not as an indisciplined
'rabble force'rn'hich r.,,rli be shunned by society.

Irrespective of vioiations by the enemy, a

professional armed force needs to fight the war with
a conscience and not commit the same violations
similar to that of the enemy. The Armed Forces
are the pride ofthe nation and need to cherish and

preserve this belief in the eyes of the populace.

The approach to Human Rights is 'top
down'. If the hierarchf is genuinely convinced and

accepts that the adherence to ROE and acceptable
'behaviour in action' is a pnoritl requirement for
'good govemance'and initiates a programme to
ensure its implementation in the Armed Forces,

the effect will filter down to the troops. If the
Leadership accepts the programme, the troops w.ill
follow without hesitation since they too, have a
conscience. Mere 'lip service' to please NGOs
and 'HR watch dogs'is meaningless and does not
have any effect and would only result in bringing
disr:epute to a professional armed force anywhere.

In 1989, the country's Human Rights record was
at a very low ebb. In 1990, the Govemment invited
the ICRC to Sri Lanka in order to educate troops
on the ROE and accepted 'behaviour in action'. In
1991, a large number of armed forces instructors
undenvent training courses at the Institute of
Humanitarian Law in Italy followed by anAdvanced
Instructors course in Geneva. Immediately on their
return this team of officers together with the ICRC,
commenced the education of troops in the field. By
1993, a remarkable improvement in attitude and
behaviour was observed and commented upon by
both local and intemational critics. The need of
the hour now is to aggressively recommence this
programme with more enthusiasm, so that victory
at the expense of the lives and well being of civilian
non combatants will no longer be an issue.

What are these 'Rules of Engagement'? These
are not theoretical rules made by academics but very
much a 'soldiers law' moulded on the battlefield
and made up ofpractical rules or codes ofconduct
which any officer or soldier can understand and be
convinced that they should be adhered to. They are;

1. Limitation in the use of incendiary weapons,
poisoned weapons, use of gas, and certain
types of bullets.

2. Not creating unnecessary suffering and
damage if it is not required in the process of
overpowering the enemy.

3. Distinction between Military objectives
and civilian property.

4. Distinction between combatants and non
combatants.
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5. Proportionality - Excessive force resulting
in disproportionate civilian casualties and

collateral damage is a violation of the ROE.

6. Military necessity - use of reasonable force

in a conflict to make the enemy submit.

7. Protection of medical and religious
personnel establishments of the enemy.

8. Protection of cultural sites and objects of
National Heritage.

9. Protection of Prisoners of War.

10. Not kill or wound an enemy who is injured
or has laid down his arms.

11. Not loot the premises of the enemy after
capture.

12. Not commit rape.

13. Not starve civilians as a strategy of warfare
(siege concept).

14. Not spread terror among the civilian
population through acts or threats of
violence.

Based on the above ROE, troops in the field
need to be bound by a simple Code of Conduct-
'Behavior in Action' as follows:

l. Be a disciplined soldier and do not bring
shame on yourself, the Armed Forces and

the Country.

2. Attack only combatants, protect civilians
(non combaunts) and their property.

3. Treat injured enemy in a humane manner
and give them medical treatment.

4. Treat Prisoners of War in a humane manner.

5. Honour protective sites such as religious
places, places ofNational Heritage, schools,
hospitals, Red Cross and the white flag of
surrender.

6. Do not create unnecessary human suffering.

As emphasized earlier it is imperative that the
Armed Forces adopt the above attitude and mind
set . Non adherence to the above would result in
'battles being won' but at the end of the day the
'War being lost!'.

Reproduced below is the English version of the
pledge introduced in the Army in the year 2001 for
both officers and soldiers.

RULES OF WAR

To be adhered to by all Officers and Soldiers of the Sri Lanka Army.

In situations of Armed Confict I will abide bl the rules of Intemalional llumanitarian L*las conrained in ihe Genera Cont'entions.

o I will not kill, torture or abuse captives and prisoners.

I will not attack or harm enemy combatants out of combat or who surrender. I * ill disarm them and treat th.m humancly.
I will collect and care for the wounded, shipwrecked and sick, whether friend or foe.

I will fight only enemy combatants and attack only military objectives.
I will not alter weapons or ammunition for the deliberate purpose of increasing suffering.

I will employ methods of attack to achieve the military objective *.ith the least amounl of har= to -irrlian lii'e and
property.

r I will respect all civilians and treat them humanely.
I will not tolerate or engage in rape or looting.

I will respect all cultural objects and places ofworship.
I will respect all persons and objects bearing the Red Cross and/or Red Crescent emblem, as rvell as other persomel
being involved in humanitarian work.

I understand that disabeying these international humanitarian principles is a breach ofthe Laut ofArnted Confiict. lt dishonour.: milirary
personnel and their country and makes them liable to punishment. I *,ill therefore abide bt these principles ond report an)- violotion to

my superiors.
\tr itness:

Signature Signature

Name: ............
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ROBOTS TO REPLACE HUMAN SOLDIERS

Robots to replace human soldiers on the
battlefield

Practical robots give us enornous potential

for the enhancement of a better quality of life for
humans. The industry of robotics is arising now,

and the progress seems to be quite steady. JAPAN
is indeed the leader of the world hhen it comes to
robotics, which has very much heavily invested in
social robots -- that is robots which will interact with
people.

Where as in contrast, the United States is
concenfrating primarily on the robots that will be

able to kill people. Huge majority of the robotics
researches in the U.S.A is undertaken by the

interest of military. Essentially the Pentagon desire

to develop a Terminator: as in a robotic battlefield
soldier that will execute political as well as military
objectives which will result in non-human casualties

which almost causes difficulties dissent back at

home.

But again, the promising technology of this
generation shows us both the sides of the coin
in both destructive as well as constructive way,

totally differing on the creators intend. However
for this particular issue, I will focus on the Japanese

approach to robots which is far more peaceful than

the other two as this is the area which I think holds

all the promises for enhancing a better lives for the

human beings.

Practical robots will definitely show out

as particular workers or we can say "practical
assistants." While this happens in the beginning
if we take it to the next level up, considering it to
support the enhancement of the lives of human,

is when the robots will be able to give them up as

our 'the humans' companions. And if you are the
parent of an only child how about you having a.

companion robotic as pet or robotic child who serves

you and could teaches your child a lot about his
responsibilities, social interaction, friendship, and
also guide the child learn subjects in the academics'
area like literature mathematics, history reading,
and science.

This was in care of children but what about
lonely retiree and you are sick of spending time alone
well a robotic companion could entertain your and

would also add a lot to your life through interaction,
coaching, games, and yes physical activities.

Well and the best part of this robotic companions
is they won't betray you, won't argue, won't divorce
you, won't fall asleep, won't die, always available
when you wish to talk, interact and they won't even
gulp down all your food out from your refrigerator.
These paint may sound very humorous, but honestly
isn't this you look at when you look for a perfect
serious companionship. And I'm very sure in the
coming up times many people like us would love to
have robot companions instead of human friends for
these particular reasons.

Yes of course if we want a meaningful robot
companion as such it would require a significant
leaps in all the areas such as, portable power,

voice recognition systems, vision and, and many
other. But we also see such technologies are much
faster moving forward. In the coming up year, we
hope engineers will be able to serve us with such
companion robots that will do a better job and will
definitely add meaning to our lives.

The IT Background ofthe Issue

In today's world the robots are commonly used

but the military which are small in size, flat mounted
on the miniature tank treads. These robots are tough,
able to tackle almost any terrain and usually have
a variety of sensors built in, including audio and
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video surveillance and chemical detection. These

robots are versatile, with different sensor or weapon

packages available that mount to the main chassis.

Virtually all of them are man-portable.

TALON

The TALON is a man-portable robot operating

on small treads. It weighs less than 100 lbs (a5 kg)

in its base configuration. TALON is designed to be

very durable -- one of the robots reportedly fell offa
bridge and into a river in Iraq. Some time later, the

soldiers set up the TALON's control unit and simply

drove it out of the river [ref]. That brings up another

important feature of the'IALON -- it's amphibious.

TALON is operated with a joystick control, has

seven speed settings (top speed is 6 feet/l.8 meters

per second) and can use its treads to climb stairs,

maneuver throqgh rubble and even take on snow.

TALON configurations

Versatility has been designed into the TALON as

well, with multiple possible configurations available

that adapt the robot to the situation at hand. The basic

TALON includes audio and video listening devices

and a mechanical arm. A lightweight (60-lbl27-
kg) version omits the arm. TALONs were used for
search and rescue at WTC Ground Zero, and they

have been used in Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq for
the disposal of live grenades, improvised explosive

devices and other dangerous explosives.

Recently, the TALON was prepared to take on

an even bigger role. All TALONs are now equipped

with chemical, gas, temperature and radiation

sensors. The military is even running tests on

TALONs that carry guns. "TALON robots can be

configured with M240 or M249 machine guns or
Barrett 5O-caliber rifles," according to manufacturer

Foster-Miller.

Impact of the Issue

Noel Sharkey, Professor ofArtifi cial Intelligence

and Robotics at the University of Sheffield, wams

that we are well on our way to get rnilitary killer
robots that have great autonomy in applying deadly

force. Current military "robots" such as UAVs have

limited autonomy. They are remotely controlled by

humans, but increasingly given ability to patrol, find

targets and attack on their own. It would be a naturai
progression to give them increasingly free reign.

with the humans merely granting permission - but
in an active situation human reactions might be too

slow. Will the current convention that a proprrlr'
trained military human operator has to make the

final decision still hold true in the furure?

Currently humans make deadl-v misrakes when

remote-controlling robors, so having a human in
the loop does not necessarily save lives. It merely
ensures that somebody is responsible. Ideally a
trained operator will have a sense of judgment that

minimizes the number of mistakes but it would be

absurd to think they could be removed.

The idea that humans aiways will be in the loop
is problematic. Not because it cannot be legislated,

but because the human may be reduced to rubber
stamping machine decisions. In a complex theater of
war with information overload, rapid responses and

tnore machines than humans the amount of human

attention, intelligence and moral oversight that can

be devoted to any particular incident will be limited.
Even if a human is granting permission it is likely
that they will come to trust the judgment of the
machine; they may make a formal decision, but they
are not making a morally considered decision.

The main problem according to professor

Sharkey is that robots are not very discriminatory:
it is hard enough for humans to distinguish between
combatants and civilians. Hence the robots would
likely make occasional deadly mistakes. As Sharkey
sees it, developers may have oversold their ability to
program the laws of rvar into the machines. Current
robots are not moral subjects in any sense: they are

too simple-minded to comprehend anything, let
alone moral principles, and cannot be expected to
follow moral standards in the sense a human could.
At the same time they are autonomous in the sense

that they sense their environment and can act on it
according to internal states and rules that may be

both complex and even unknowable for an outside

observer. A simple program can produce very
unexpected behaviors. Advanced robots are even

more likely to be able to surprise, and the correctness

of their behavior under all circumstances will be

impossible to validate.
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A simple example of the problem might be
ri'hether to affack people displaying a flag of truce.
Attacking is a war crime, and presumably releasing
robots that would attack would also be regarded
a*s a *'ar crime. But a flag of truce is an ill_defined
category: it could be a t-shirt or handkerchief, the
rshite could be muddied. lf robots are programmed
to err or the side of caution it is likely that the enemy
rrould soon figure out how to dress in order not to
te att=cked- without actually committing the crime
oi prfidr,. if the robots are prograrnmed to err on
the ather side they will cause war crimes to be
cLrmmitted.

Sslstions to Problems arising from the Issue

T!:e onlv rvay of preventing this would be to
h=r.e c*nventions ensuring that human controllers
i*'*-:ld alrr.ays be'given ample room for considering
*='e fuli ramifications of the situation. This would
Iikell' have a negative effect on operative tempo,
and hence strong institutional forces would push
toivards even more autonomy of the machines
t* make up for the slow human decisions, and a
pr!'ssure tolvards granting permissions without
u::due dela.vs. In the end, it is likely that this may put
the operators in a bind: not acting fast enough would
k insubordination, n considering weli enough
would be breaking the conventions.

EXTRACT

Scientists feel that robots can replace humans
on the battlefield quite soon, thus bringing about
a military revolution. Most of the robots currently
deployed on land deai with non-combat tasks such
as bomb dispcsal - r-rnlike lethal aerial drones.

But. according to a report by BBC News, Bob
t*}.li*i- *-ho u.orks for the US subsidiary of the
*r:ttsh robot manufacturer einetie, says the future
ts-*.=Ei:e\ more armed robots on the battlefield,
r=;-=ir"eli:?= driqerless vehicles.

"The closer you are to being shot, the more you
understand the value of having a remote weapons
capability," he said. He stresses the need to make
sure "that the weaponised robots only operate under
the control of the soldier and never independently,,.
"When you talk about autonomous robots, a natural
response might be to programme them to be ethical,',
said US academic patrick Lin, who was recently
commissioned by the US military to study robot
ethics.

A striking example of a robot in need of careful
programming is a driverless vehicle developed by
the Pentagon. called the EATR.

It can refuel itself on long journeys by
scavenging for organic material, which raises the
haunting spectre of a machine consuming corpses
on the battlefield. Its inventor, Dr Robert Finkelstein
of Robotic Technology Inc, insists it rvill consume
"organic material but mostly vegetarian.', ,.The

robot can only do what it,s programmed to do, it has
a menu," he adds.

According to Dr patrick Lin from Califomia
Polytechnic, "If there's an area of fighting that,s so
intense that you can assume that anyone there is a
combatant, then unleash the robots in that kind of
scenario. Some people call that a kill box. Any target
(in a kill box) is assumed to be a legitimate target;,

Other researchers suggest robots may avoid the
faults of human soldiers.

"Robots that are programmed properly are
less likely to make errors and kill non-combatants,
innocent people, because they're not emotional.
they won't be afraid, act irresponsibly in some
situations," said Robert Finkelstein.

The military revolution in robotics has already
advanced rapidly in the air, where remotely piloted
drone aircraft are now central to conflicts such as
Afghanistan.
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THE HISTORY OF WOMEN IN THE MILITARY

The History of Women in the Military

The history of women in the military extends
over 4000 years into the past, throughout a vast
number of cultures and nations. Women have
played many roles in the military from ancient
warrior women, to the women currently serving in
conflicts like the Iraq War. Despite yarious roles in
the armies of past societies, the role of women in
the military particularly in combat, is controversial
and it is only recently that women have begun to be
given a more prominent role in contemporary armed
forces. Many countries have historically portrayed
the wornan as a nurturer and symbol of the home in
need of protection from the outside world. It is from
this standpoint that the role of woman as soldier and
national protector is debated. As increasing numbers
of countries begin to expand the role of women in
their militaries, the debate continues.

Yet as a matter of record, women have played
a significant role in military history through their
numerous battlefield contributions. Images of
women soldiers are now comrnonplace in popular
culture. The sex discrimination that has occurred in
the past on the basis of female inferiority has proven
itself null in the actions of notable women who has
taken their part to serve with honor during the many
world conflicts that have erupted throughout the
course of human history. Naturai justice dernanded
that women have the right to bear arms alongside
men, as they entered other previously closed
professions. However, as humanity completes what
some regard as a maturation process, renounces war
and violence as childish and embraces non-violent
means to resolve difference and disputes, it will one
day be no longer necessary for men or women to
become professional military personnel.

Contemporary debate

The role of women in combat has become a
particularly contentious issue in contemporary ,

militaries throughout the world. With the current
exclusion of women from many combat roles

seen by some as a form of sexual discrimination,
an ongoing debate continues to rage. Many on
each side ofthe issue cite the alleged physical and
mental differences of the two sexes, the effect of the
presence ofthe opposite sex on the battlefield, and
the traditional view of males as soldiers as arguments
both for and against women being employed as
soldiers under combat situations. The idea of having
women in combat has been thrown around by
several civilizations since early civilization. Some
societies have chosen to not allow women to fight
for their countries, while others have used women
to fight in their wars as frequently as men, such as
800,000 women who served in the Soviet military
during World War II, of which many saw front line
action Women have been serving in the military
in numerous support roles in several countries
for many years. In modem wars, however, there
may be no front line, and women, in such roles as
military police providing convoy escort, or staffing
checkpoints, have gotten into firefights as part of
a mixed unit, Raven 42.tu SGT Leigh Ann Hester,
among other decorated soldiers in the Raven 42unit,
received the Silver Star, the third highest US combat
decoration. While nurses under fire had received
this award previously, Hester was the first woman to
receive it for direct participation in combat.

Aithough women are recruited to serve in the
military in most countries, only a few countries
permit women to fill active combat roles. Countries
that allow this include Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Norway and Switzerland. Other
nations allow female soldiers to serve in certain
Combat Arms positions, such as Israel and the
United Kingdom, which allow women to serve in
Artillery roles, while still excluding them from units
with a dedicated Infantry role. The United States
allows women in most combat flying positions.

Several points of argument have been put
forward by those in favor of women serving in
combat conditions as well as those against the idea.
Many of these arguments are focused on the physical
differences between men and women, but also on
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differing mentalities, and the effects upon one

sex by the presence of the other on the battlefield.

Since very few countries employ a fully integrated

military there are few references able to prove or

disprove the arguments below.

Physical concerns

One of the most obvious concerns regarding

women in combat situations is the fact that, on

average, female soldiers do not possess as much

physical strength as their male counterparts and this

may put them at a disadvantage when fighting males.
t2l The female skeletal system is also less dense, and

more prone to breakages.t3l There is also concem

that, in aviation, the female body is not as adept

at handling the increased g-forces experienced by

combat pilots. Furthermore, health issues regarding

women are argued as the reason vast majority

of submarine services from accepting women,

although mixed-gender accommodations in a small

space is also an issue, as is explained in more depth

below.tal The Center for Military Readiness stated

that "Female soldiers who are, on average, shorter

and smaller than men, with 45-50 percent less

upper body strength and25-30 percent less aerobic

capacity, which is essential for endurance".tal

However, an article in the Army Times, July

29, 1996, states that some women do possess the

physical attributes suitable to become combat

soldiers.tsl

Psychological concerns

The disruption of a combat unit's esprit de

corps is cited as another reason for women to be

banned from front-line combat situations. Indeed,

many soldiers have stated that they could not trust

a woman to perform her duties in a place where

trusting their fellow soldier would be critical,tsJt0l

although the example of Raven 42 demonstrated

women were quite effective in direct combat.ttlThere

is a secondary concern that romantic relationships

between men and women on the front lines could

disrupt a unit's fighting capability and a fear that a

high number of women would deliberately become

pregtant in order to escape combat duliss.tzli+l In thg

British Army, which continues to bar women from

serv'ing in infantry-roled units, all recruits joining to

fill infantry vacancies partake in a separate training
program called the Combat Infantryman's Course.

This all-male course is kept segregated from other

training courses in part to maintain the "Boy's Club"
culture that has proven effective within such units.

In the American armed forces, the 1994 rules

forbidding female involvement in combat units of
battalion size or smaller are being bent. Colonel

Cheri Provancha, stationed in Iraq, argues that:

"This war has proven that we need to revisit the

policy, because they are out there doing it."t8l The

fact that women already engage in combat in today's

armed forces counters the idea that women do not
possess a sufficiently aggressive mentality to kill
enemy soldiers.

Athird argument againstthe inclusion ofwomen
in combat units is that placing women in combat

where they are at risk ofbeing captured and torfured

and possibly sexually assaulted is unacceptable. In
a Presidential Commission report it was found that

male POWs, while being subject to physical abuse,

were never subject to sexual abuse, and women were

almost always subject to sexual abuse.tal Rhonda

Cornum, then a major and flight surgeon, and now

a colonel and Command Surgeon for United States

Army Forces Command, was an Iraqi POW in 1991.

At the time, she was asked not to mention that she

had been molested whiie in captivity.tel. Comum

subsequently disclosed the attack, but said "A lot of
people make a big deal about getting molested," she

noted later, adding: "But in the hierarchy of things

that were going wrong, that was preffy low on my
list."

This point is countered, however, by the fact

that women who are currently in non-combat roles

are still exposed to the risk of capture and sexual

abuse, yet are not given the weapons or training

to adequately defend themselves through combat.

Furthermore, it is argued that women who joined the

military in combat roles would almost certainly be

aware of the risks and accept them. It is also worth

remembering that male soldiers are frequently

abused by their captors, and this has on numerous

occasions included severe psychological and sexual

abuse. In general, it can be stated that volunteer

soldiers are expected to have accepted the risk of
such treatment when enlisting, regardless of gender.
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lv{any also argue that by not incorporating
\\'omen into combat, we are not tapping into another

source of soldiers for military combat operations.

These sources claim that we are creating a military
that treats our women as second-class citizens and

not equals of men.t1ol Other sources expound on the

extra resources fact, and state that without women,

the military would have numerous manpower

shortfalls they would not be able to fill.tttl

Sex discrimination and tradition

Many view the exclusion of women from

military combat jobs as the last bastion of sex

discrimination. Some believe that women are

forbidden to serve in these roles only as a result of
the traditionalist view of soldiering as a profession

for men and that the equal opportunity laws should

apply to the military. Many point out that there are

many historical examples ofwomen achieving much

on the battlefield in combat roles.

Tactical concerns

In On Killing: The Psychological Cost of
Leaming to Kill in War and Society, Lt. Col. Dave

Grossman briefly mentions that female soldiers

in the Israel Defense Forces have been officially
prohibited from serving in close combat military
operations since 1948 (in 2001, subsequent to

publication, women began serving in iDF combat

units on an experimental basis). The reason for
removing female soldiers from the front lines is no

reflection on the performance of female soldiers,

but that of the male infantrymen after witnessing a

woman wounded. The IDF saw a complete loss of

control over soldiers who apparently experienced an

uncontrollable, protective, instinctual aggression.

Grossman also notes that Islamic militants
rarely, if ever, surrender to female soldiers. In
modern warfare where intelligence is perhaps more
important than enemy casualties. every factol even

making concessions to sexism, reducing combatants'
willingness to fight is considered. Similarly, Iraqi
and Afghani civilians are often not intimidated by
female soldiers. However, in such environments,
having female soldiers serv'ing rvithin a combat unit
does have the advantage of allowing for searches on
female civilians, and in some cases the female areas

of segregated mosques, while causing less offense
amongst the occupied population. A notable example
of this would be the so-called "Lionesses," female
US military personnel who are specially selected to
participate in patrols and raids for this purpose.

Melody Kemp mentions that the Australian
soldiers have voiced similar concem saying
these soldiers "are reluctant to take women on
reconnaissance or special operations, as they fear
that in the case of combat or discovery their priority
will be to save the women and not to complete
the mission. Thus while men might be able to be
programmed to kill, it's is not as easy to program
men to neglect women."[l2] Such issues however are

also raised within units where members of the same

family are present, as is often the case in "regional"
units such as those of the United States National
Guard. It is often the case that brothers, fathers and
sons or other close male relatives may serve in close
proximity to one another, and as such may feel more
compelled to protect each other at the expense of
other priorities than would be the case in a unit which
did not have immediate relatives serving together.
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RAI'iAVIRU FAMILY COUNSELLING AND SUPPORT SERVICE OF
THE ASSOCTATION OF'RETIRED FLAG RAI{K OFFICERS

By

Maron GpNpnar. (Dn) K.D.P. Ppnpna USP
Project Chairman of Ranaviru Family Counseling and Support Service

The year 2013 had been a very productive and successful year for the Ranaviru Family Counseling and
Support Service (RFCSS). A Field visit to Abimansala, Anuradhapura and one day awareness rnorkshop
conducted in Colombo are the two main events in the year 2013. Over 220 war widows and their children
participated in each of the programmes.

The field visit to Abimansala, Anuradhapura was aranged byAnuradhapura branch of RFCSS. Nearl-v 220
war widows & children participated from Galle, Colombo, Kurunegala, Kandy and Anuradhapura Disrricts..
They visited the inmates in the rehabilitation centre, talked to them and gaye a\t'ay gitts. Lunch lor:he jtj
disabled in-house patients was arranged and sponsored by the Anuradhapura branch of MCSS. A coiieciiern
of Rs 7500/- from war widows was handed over to the Abimansala for the welfare of its inmates. After 1unch.
a ferv dancing items were perfbrmed by children of war widows to the music provided by the western band
of Gajaba Regiment, Saliyapura. The lunch for the war widows and their children was sponsored by ARIRO.
In the aftemoon, along with the items performed by war widows and their children, wheel chair dancers of
Abimansala and the music group kept everyone entertained till the end of the programme.

lYar *idorvs & children with
Abimansala inmates

Bana sermon at the auditorium At the entrance to Abimansala

Speaking to inmates
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A Ranaviru Child performing a dance RFCSS Group visiting the surounding area

Kandy war u,idows group The group with the staff of Abimansala

Kurunegala war widows group
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The Second Programme - A day workshop conducted on 31st August at the auaitorium of Ex-
Servicemen's Association.

Prof Gamani Kumara Vithana gave a presentation on 'Positive Approach to Life'which was more relevant
and applicable to war widows & children. Pan Asia Bank introduced credit card facilities to war widows.
Account holders of the bank and their children were presented with gifts. MrAsoka Gunawardena introduced
a beauty Culture Diploma training programme affiliated to a university in the UK. Nearly 250 war widows
participated and their lunch was provided by AMS Academy led by Miss Yatigammana. All the ladies were
given gifts related to beauty culture. This session was attended by the President, Secretary Treasurer and the
project chairman ofAMRO. The programme concluded with music provided by the Ranaviru Band.

Mru Daru Deriya - an organization in Australia has provided over 30 scholarships to children of war
widows residing in different districts of Sri Lanka.

Project chairman giving gifts to children Gifts to children

Director Pan Asia Bank giving a gift to a
rvar-widow

11

At the ex-servicemans auditorium
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Gifts to children

Beauty culture programme

RFCSS chairperson giving a gift to the
Orator

Participants at the lecture

A war widow giving a gift to the Orator

Presidents of Colombo, Galle, Kurunegala
& Kandy
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Ranaviru Band Viru Daru Diriya Scholarship recipients

Analytical Instruments (Pvt) Ltd had been providing annual scholarships for three students studying for
O and A level examinations. These students are invited to the company in the month of December to assess
their progress and award gifts in the presence of the company staff members. Scholars receive a monthly
stipend of Rs 3000/-.

The Ceremony

Concluding Remarks

RFCSS is looking forward to expand this scholarship scheme with the support of ARFRO and well-
wishers. We are anticipating a grant from Ranaviru Seva Authority for our future existence and continuation
of our good work and activities. Plans are afoot to collect funds by staging a drama or musical show soon.
Hence, we welcome any contribution from our members in order to improve the RFCSS office located at the
Regimental Centre SLCMP.

I thank the President and the Executive Committee and all members of ARFRO for supporting the
RFCSS activities.

Let us not forget the families of deceased soldiers who had sacrificed their lives to save the
motherland.
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